
PROJECT A:

Your team consists of the material engineers representing the trade group to which you were
assigned.  You must promote your material to be used in this project,  in whole or in
part.   That  is,  other materials may be used too.  Your  assignment is  to  convince the
customer to use your material for at least part of the project.  All pictures are samples.  Your
project design may look different.

Project A is the cabinet or case for a high end stand alone, dedicated video.
It is a floor model (think of an old arcade game) to be used for several types
of video games.  Heat from the electronic components is a concern.  The
plan is to dissipate heat with a build in cabinet fan.  This product will  be
marketed  to  high  traffic,  indoor  locations  at  high  end  sports  bars  and
restaurants frequented by customers, 30+ years old.  Thousands of units will
be ordered.  The customer is looking for a something unique, but classic.
Aesthetics are important, as the product must convey quality.   Cost is NOT
a  primary  concern.   Remember,  your  team  is  only  making  the
recommendation for the cabinet or case.  The electronic components are the
subject of a different proposal, with which you are not involved.

PROJECT B:

Your team consists of the material engineers representing the trade group to which you were
assigned.  You must promote your material to be used in this project,  in whole or in
part.   That  is,  other materials may be used too.  Your  assignment is  to  convince the
customer to use your material for at least part of the project.  All pictures are samples.  Your
project design may look different.

A major university will be opening a botanical garden that will eventually
feature more than 500 species of rare fruits,  flowers, and trees.  The
customer  (the  university)  needs  a  system of  signs  for  (1)  directions
within  the  garden,  and  (2)  identifying  each  type  of  plant  within  the
garden.  A minimum of 1,500 signs of various sizes and type will  be
needed.  The signs have different information, but the overall look must
be consistent.  The customer wants a fresh, new, 21st century look.  The
product  must  endure  a  harsh  outdoor  semi-tropical  climate  for  a
minimum of 20 years.  The customer wants to also incorporate 2,500
feet of outdoor walkway with a similar theme.  This customer is looking for value and quality,
but cost is not the primary consideration.



PROJECT C:

Your team consists of the material engineers representing the trade group to which you were
assigned.  You must promote your material to be used in this project,  in whole or in
part.   That  is,  other materials may be used too.  Your  assignment is  to  convince the
customer to use your material for at least part of the project.  All pictures are samples.  Your
project design may look different.

A vendor was selected to run an economy chain of rental  cabins within the national park
system.   The vendor wants to purchase a series of outdoor furniture (chairs, tables, benches,

etc.) to be used on outdoor patio areas that
will have partial exposure to sun, wind, and
rain.   Cost,  durability,  and  strength  are
primary  concerns.   However  the  final
product must convey a traditional look.  The
bid specifications call for the product to last
a  minimum  of  10  years.   A minimum  of

10,000 pieces will be needed, nation wide.


